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VERSIONING
1.  Versioned Artifacts together with Application Configuration

  Real WebSphere apps are more than just an EAR file. Keep information about your application 
configuration — the datasources, queues, URLs etc. that are required only for this application 
and which you would also want to remove if the application were uninstalled — with the code 
so you know what your application actually needs to run, even if you have to set it up in a 
brand new environment.

  >  Always delivering just “the new EAR file” and assuming that your target environment is  
correctly configured means that there is no one place—no Definitive Software  
Library—you can point to that describes your full application

   >  Applying configuration changes required for a new version to all your WebSphere  
installations becomes as easy as deploying the new application version to the next 
environment: no waiting around for the middleware team to deal with a configuration 
request. Even better, backing those configuration changes out again is as simple as 
downgrading to the old application version: no more WebSphere installations with 
tens or hundreds of possibly stale configuration resources about which nobody can say 
whether they are used by any of the current applications or not

2. Versioned WebSphere Environment Configuration

  One of the biggest challenges, even in a secure set up where developers don’t have access  
to the WebSphere installation and the underlying machine, is configuration drift across  
environments. Look for automation tooling to support configuration drift analysis. Better still,  
prevent it from happening in the first place, by provisioning new WebSphere environments 
based on versioned, controlled configuration definitions!

   >  Your company standard infrastructure configuration — JDBC providers, core groups and 
similar global resources — can be versioned and controlled just as your application 
code and configuration should be

   >  If your automation can deploy application configuration it should also be able to deploy 
your shared configuration, giving you a consistent way of defining, managing and  
applying all your WebSphere configuration 

10 Steps to Improving your Deployment  
 Process to IBM WebSphere®

At XebiaLabs, we have decades of accumulated experience deploying to complex IBM  
WebSphere environments. Based on this knowledge, we have collected a list of  
practices and recommendations that can help you improve your application deployment  
process to your WebSphere-based middleware stack.

The following practices, which we have grouped into Versioning, Automation and Integration 
“tracks”, are applicable and valuable in other middleware environments too. The extensive  
feature set of WebSphere and consequent configuration complexity make them especially 
relevant to IBM WebSphere environments.
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AUTOMATION
3. Automated Application and Configuration Deployment

No more release manuals, screenshots or deployments through the WebSphere console!

 >  Release manuals have to be processed by human beings, and we are known to be poor at 
carrying out repetitive procedures accurately. Releases are often also too involved for a team 
member unfamiliar with your application to carry out quickly, leaving you dependent on a 
small set of individuals for deployment

 >  Release manuals are seldom stored or versioned alongside the applications they relate to: 
“oh, use the one from the last time – it’s the same”

4. Automate your WebSphere provisioning

 >  Many proven options exist to automatically provision a WebSphere stack, from cloud 
management systems like VMware’s vSphere and vCloud, IBM’s PureSystems or Workload 
Deployer to dedicated provisioning tools like PuppetLabs’ Puppet and Opscode’s Chef

 >  Clean environments greatly reduce the risk of stale settings or configuration changes made 
for unrelated applications in a previous test run from interfering with your application and 
causing a time-consuming “config bug hunt”

5. Fully Reproducible and Transferable Setups

If you have versioned applications, application configuration, automated provisioning and versioned  
environment configuration, accurately reproducing any application and environment setup is  
much easier.

 >  Replicating a given combination of application(s) and middleware configuration is a  
frequent activity: from reproducing a customer setup to troubleshooting an issue or testing a  
new feature to spinning up clones of existing environments for redundancy or capacity

 >  Migration of applications to new environments (e.g. new middleware versions) no longer 
requires laborious environment analysis or cloning since only the base middleware  
layer needs to be changed: both application configuration, application binaries and shared 
configuration are already available as versioned packages and can simply be applied to 
the new base layer

6. Secure Self-Service

Allow developers, testers, the QA team – anyone who needs access to a running version of the  
application, really– to deploy without giving them credentials to WebSphere, enabling you to  
maintain control over your environment.

 >  WebSphere specialists have much better things to do than support application deployments 
to Test and QA environments, but giving developers and testers access to WebSphere and 
the actual machines often leads to undesired, undocumented and hard-to-track changes to 
your environments

 >  Automation allows for access controls that enable developers and testers to carry out the 
limited activities required to deploy their applications without logging into WebSphere  
or the machines directly

Deployit &  
WebSphere

Deployit from XebiaLabs is  

the only fully automated  

Application Release Automation 

solution on the market today. 

Deployit was built from the 

ground up to support the best 

practices derived from our  

extensive experience of  
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and working with IBM. 

Deployit offers unrivaled  
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family including WebSphere 
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Deployit can deploy over 100 
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types out-of-the-box, supports 
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Workload Deployer. 

With Deployit, organizations 

can accelerate application time 

to market and eliminate manual 

tasks such as scripting, while 

reducing cost and errors.
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INTEGRATION
7. Consider the Entire WebSphere Stack

 >  WebSphere is a family of products, and while automating one part of the stack such as WAS 
is a big benefit, if there are still manual processes in place for the other components there are 
still error-prone links in the chain. Most WebSphere products expose automation  
interfaces that are powerful in isolation, but there is no unified automation interface to  
handle the entire platform. Identify a strategy for integrating these point solutions

 >  “Smarter Ops”: automating deployments across the WebSphere platform creates a shared 
interface that encourages collaboration between the disparate – and not always highly  
cooperative – teams responsible for each of the products

8. Consider Components Outside the WebSphere Stack

Real deployments touch more than just the WebSphere family. Bear in mind many apps will use  
components beyond the IBM suite: other databases such as Oracle, or even simple configuration  
files or libraries to be placed on file system etc. 

 >  Ensure your automation can handle all the steps required to deploy your applications.  
Otherwise, you’ll again be left with error-prone steps outside the IBM stack

 >  Most organizations run applications on hybrid middleware stacks, e.g. Java on WebSphere 
and commodity servers such as such as JBoss or Tomcat, or Java and .NET applications 

9. Integrate with your Development Toolchain

Connect your deployment automation to your development ecosystem. Look for automation that can  
be integrated with your build tools, Continuous Integration etc.

 >  Most organizations have adopted iterative, agile development methodologies to allow  
them to deliver new functionality faster through DevOps and Continuous Delivery initiatives

 >  Linking your deployment automation to your development and Continuous Integration  
platforms removes a common bottleneck and is a prerequisite to setting up a Continuous 
Delivery pipeline

And the 10th step? Sit back, relax and enjoy a well-deserved cup of coffee!

Learn more at: www.xebialabs.com/websphere

Learn More about  
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developerWorks Article:

>  Leveraging the IBM Workload 
Deployer CLI to automate 
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WebSphere Case Study:

>  AirFrance-KLM Speeds up 
Java Application Deployment 
with Deployit

Continuous Delivery 
Whitepaper:
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Presentation:
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http://www.slideshare.net/xebialabs/a26-andrew-phillipsthenexteraofprivatecloud
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/websphere/techjournal/1108_inreach/1108_inreach.html
http://go.xebialabs.com/rs/xebialabs/images/CS 2012-08 KLM.pdf
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